Wait List Application
OWNER’S NAME: _______________________________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
PHONE:

MOBILE: ____________________

EMAIL: _______________________________________________________
Horse’s Full Name: ________________________________________________
Horse’s Nickname: ________________________

Breed: ______________

Date of Birth: ____________________________
Sex:

Gelding

Mare

Height:

Where is the horse located: _________________________________________
Reason seeking retirement: _________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Other relevant information: _________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
At the time of admission, the owner will sign a contract relinquishing all rights to the equine.
nonifarm has a one-time retirement fee, due at the time of arrival. The fee is revised annually and
currently sits at $7,500.
The fee is paid by owner at the time of arrival, or for hardship cases nonifarm may assist owners with
alternative funding strategies to include assistance from family and friends, GoFundMe-type campaigns,
or other efforts.
nonifarm wishes to showcase the horse and highlight its former career and life experiences. Please
share photos with us. They can be returned to you if not in digital format. We also ask that you write a
short biography of your horse describing its years with you so we may share the information with visitors
and supporters.
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I agree that the information provided is true to the best of my knowledge and that I am
the legal owner of the horse described above
Signature of Owner: ___________________________ Date: ____________________

Admittance & Waiting List Policy
A horse may be placed on nonifarm’s Waiting List at any age but will not be offered a place until the horse
is at least 20 years old.
Prior to being admitted to nonifarm, all horses should have their shoes removed, unless they are needed
for medical reasons.
Horses retired to the nonifarm are well-cared for and have access to pasture around the clock
whenever possible.
At the time of admittance to nonifarm, the horse’s ownership is transferred to nonifarm. The former
owner relinquishes all rights to said horse and the horse shall remain at nonifarm. In return, nonifarm
agrees to accept ownership of the horse and assume all obligations with respect to the horse. After
the horse is accepted and ownership is transferred, nonifarm shall be solely responsible for the
horse’s care and expenses, including but not limited to providing a safe environment as well as
regular and adequate food and water, veterinary care, hoof care, grooming and exercise.
There is a one-time admittance fee for retiring a horse to nonifarm. The amount is reviewed annually
and posted on the web site. (The admittance fee is not tax deductible. Anything over the current fee
amount can be considered as a donation.)
Prior to final acceptance as a permanent resident of nonifarm, each incoming horse will be
subject to an agreed 30-day Mutual Probation Period between its owner and nonifarm.
Upon admittance, any belonging or special supplements the owner wishes to provide for the
horse are at the owner's expense.

Additional Considerations
If your horse untrained or unhandleable please realize nonifarm is not a training facility.
If you are re-homing your equine because it is lame, disabled, or in poor health have you considered all
options including humane euthanasia? At the time of admittance nonifarm is only able to accept elderly
horses in reasonably good health.
nonifarm, Inc.
686 Marlboro Road
Lothian, MD 20711
410-741-9634
www.nonifarm.org

nonifarm, Inc. is a registered Maryland Non-profit charity with 501(c)(3) status. Donations are tax deductible. Please
consult with your tax professional.
For tax purposes our EIN is: 82-1020948.
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